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Enumer.ation of Antichains

1,. fntnoduction.

fn the coullse of this discussion, centain tenms in set

theory, giraph theoiry, and the theony of par:tially-ondened sets will

be used. Some of these - foi: example, SET, SUBSET, ORDERXD n-TUPLE,

LIIVION - are standard tenms, and the:re can be no confusion as to

their. meaning. However", without fr::lthen ctanification, othen tenms

would be meaningless, on at best ambiguous. This section will

define and explain these panticulan ter:ms.

fn-VECTORt is the name used throughout fon the concept

of ondened n-tuple.

Let <xI) x2) ..., *rrt be an n-vector:. Then, for- each

l- < i I rÌ , i an integer., we define the i-TH CONSTITUENT of

t*Lt *2 
' 

*rrt as *i

Let S -."1,52r..., =rt be an n-vecton of variables,

and l-et X = <X. t v ' be an n-vecton of constants.tt"z, ...) bn-

By SUBSTITUTING I FOR S , we will mean substituting Xi fon each

s. in the n-vector- S
]-



A SIMPLE DIGRAPH is defined as an o::dered pain of sets

<V rEt V is a set whose el-ements ane called VERTICES. E is a

set whose elements ar.e order:ed pains of vei:tices caffed EDGES.

Let one of the edges be .irjt , where irj e V Then

i is the TAIL VERTEX of the edge, and j is the HEAD VERTEX.

Let H be a simple digraph. Then V(H) nepr:esents the set of vei:tices

of H , and E(H) repnesents the set of edges of H

If X and Y ar.e sets of ventíces of a simple dignaph G ,

X Ç V is the set of edges <i,j> such that i e X, j € Y, and

.i,it e E(G) The set x Ç v is called the COBOUNDARY OF X

TOWARD Y The set X Ç TV(E) - X] is called the COBOU1VDARY OF X

A símple dignaph H is called a SUBGRAPH of another. simple

dignaph G when the vertex set and edge set of H are respectively

subsets of the ventex set and edge set of G If U is a set of

ve::tices of G , then G - U is the simple digraph such that

V(G-U) is the set of ventices of G not in U , and E(G-U) is

the set of edges of G none of whose constituents is an element of U

If K is a set of edges of G , then G-K is the simple digiraph such

that E(G-K) is the set of edges of G not in K , and V(G-K) is

the set of ve::tices v such that there is at least one edge having v

as a constituent.

wi:itten

Set E(G

rf
Gu

UH

G and H ane simple dig:raphs, the UNION of G and H

H , has vertex set v(e u H) = V(G) u V(H) , and has edge

)=E(G)uE(H)

A DTTRACK .u1_, ,2 , tkt of G is a k-vecton, for some

k > 2, such that fon all íntegr"a.l- i, \^rith 1- < i < k - 1, .vi, ri+1t



is an edge of G

A TRACK u!, u2e ..., rkt , k 2 2 , of G is a k-vecton

such that, fon all integnal i with 1 < i < k-1 , eithen .ti, ti+1t

orr .ti+1_ , tit is an edge of G If t1 = tk in a dit:rack, we call

that ditrack a DICIRCUIT.

An ACYCLIC DIGRAPH is a simple digraph with no dicircuits.

A SOURCE of an acyclic dignaph is a ventex which is not the head vertex

of any edge of the acyclic dignaph.

Let tuI, u2 , tkt be a ditrack of a simple d'ignaph

G such that k > 3 . Then the ordered pain <v1, vk> , if u1_ and

tk ar.e distinct, is called a TRANSVERSAL of G

A PARTIAL ORDER is an acyclic dig:raph whose edge set contains

al-l its t::ansvensals.

A simple dignaph is CONNECTED if, fon any two of its ventices

i, j , ther.e is a tnack from i to j It ís STRONGLY CONNECTED if

the:re is al-ways a ditr:ack fr-om any vertex to any other.

A simple g:raph M is MAXIMAL I'IITH PROPERTY P if no simple

dignaphothenthanMwhichcontainsMasasubgnaphhasp::opentyP

A STRONG COMPONENT of G is a maximal stnongly connected

subgnaph of G

A COMPONENT of G is a maximal- connected subg:raph of G

A TAIL COMPONENT T of G is a stnong component of G such

that no edge of G-T has a head ventex in the vecto::s set of T



Define a q-DIVISION of a set Q as an o::der:ed q-vectoir

of disjoint subsets of Q wher"e the union of all- the subsets is a

Define a PARTITION of Q as a coflection of non-nuJ-l- dis-

joint subsets of Q where the union of al-l subsets in the collection

isa

Define the n-SPRXAD of a pantition of a set Q with n

elements as the n_vecton .í!, i2, ..., irt , whe::e, for al-l k )

i, is the numbe:r of sets in the pantition with k elements. Wek

musthave i.+2í^ +...+ki. +...+ni =rl12k-n

Define the STRONG COMPONENT PARTITION of a símple dignaph

G as the collection of ventex sets of all the strong components of

G

Define the COMPONENT PARTITION of a sinple dignaph c

collection of ventex sets of the components of G

In this paper? 1r + *) {t} will- be equat to ( t + x)m

0 or identically 1 if m = O

AS

the

m>

if

it

A nel-ation R on a set

satisfies the thnee pnoper.ties:

(i) aRa fonall a

(ii) aRb and bRa
element of S

(iii) aRb a¡d bRc
(rnru¡srrrvrrY)

is called the PARTIALLY-ORDERED

S ís a PARTIAL ORDER RELATION if

e S (REFLEX]V]TY)

imply a and b ane the same

(ANTISYM}ßTRY)

imply aRc foral-l arb,ce S

SET.



An ANTICHAIN U is a subset of S such that for al-l-

arbeU,aRb ifandonlyif a and b anethesameelement

of U If U has k el-ements, it ís called a k-ANTICHAIN.

Define the POWER SET of a set A as a collection of all the

subsets of A , including A and Ø (tfre null- set). It can be seen

that the powen set of any set unde:r the subset nelation is a pa-r-tially-

or.de::ed set. A k-antichaín of the powen set of a set with n e.Iements

unden the subset nelation is call-ed an n-BOOLEAN k-ANTICHAIN.

Let f' be the numbe:r of simple dignaphs with n edges of

a ce::tain type. Then we define the EDGE SERIES for. the t5rpe of

simple dignaph being counted by f as the se::ies

@

F-n/ rx-n
n=0

T,ct s be the numben of simple dig::aphs with m venticesom

of a centain type. Then the VERTEX SERIES foi: the type of simple

dígnaph being counted by e is the seníes'"m

Let h*, be the number of simple dignaphs of a centain

type wíth the ::est::iction that each simple digr-aph have m ver:tices

and n edges. Then we define the COMPLETE SERIES fon that type of

simple digi:aph as

i i n--r#
m=o n=o ilto m:

@m
\.g!-LL- 6m m!

m=0



pnoPel?ty

a

or

the

be

Let

A

Let

(1

simple dig::aph with pr-operty C possess eithe::

pi:ope::ty B , but not both.

edge series fon simple dignaphs with
@ææ
ç'nri-n-\.) ax . ) Dx . and ) cx

,r!o n ,r!o n ,.r!o n

pnopentíes

n
l?espe ctr-vel-y.^Þ and

For all r, a' a +bnn

Thene ane analogous results fon vertex series and complete ser:ies.

This nesult wil-l- be neferred to as the ADDITION THEOREM.

Let the edge set of a simple dignaph of type A be the

uníon of the edge sets of two simple dignaphs of types B and C

::espectively, whene the union of any two simple digr:aphs of types

B and C r-espectively will be a simple dig::aph of type A

Funthen, suppose that any simple dignaph of type A is ::espresent-

able in one and only one way as a union of simple digi:aphs of tSpes

B and C Let the edge senies for simple digiraphs of types A'

B, and C be

@

ï "*L'^ n
n=U

æ
fn/ axun

n=u

A simple dignaph of

of a simple dignaph of type B

of type C with n-i edges in

simple digr:aph be of t54pe A-

The:refo:re

æ
nrIìx - ) cx¿ u^ n

n=u

æ@\.n\..n= ) ax + ) .Dx
nn=0 n=U

@

,Lb-
n=0

::espectiveJ-y

typeAwithnedges

with c edges and a

one and only one way.

These are b. c .a n-a

6

must be the union

simple dignaph

Let such a

such simple



digr:aphs. Because all- the types 40, 41, ..., An ane mutually

exclusive, by :repeated application of the addition theo::em we obtain

a = b^ c + b- c . + ... + b c^ for all n . Thusn u n 1 n--L nu

("io .".") = ("i.'"* )("i, =*)
This nesult wi]-]- be called the MULTIPLICATION THEOREM.

The sTrRr,rNG NUMBER s(n,m) 0F THE F]RST KrND is the

coefficient of ** in the expansion of x(x+1) (x+n-t) The

binomial theonem gives the nesult

(t-u)-x=1+xy+4+ u'

x(x+1) ... (x+n-1) 
-_n-r...tT y r...

But (. - u)-x = exp f*rog + I ,L ,"l

that is , (1- y)-* = 1- + *ros fr: - { ,or'a.o

+... + # tou'#+ ...

n
s(n, m) is the coeffícient of "* k in (1-y)-x rt is also,

n
by the last equality, the coefficient of k in h tort +

This wilt be call-ed the STIRLING FORMULA.

fn the following discussion, üie investigate the pr-oblem

of enumer:ating n-Boolean k-antichains. Some preliminany wonk is done

on the mor?e gene::al pnoblem of enumerating k-antichains on any given

pantially-or.de:red set. As a by=product of these investigations, we



discoven a method fo fonmulating a complete se::ies fon stnongly

connected simple dig:raphs, as well as a complete senies fon acyctic

digr-aphs.



2. Histony of the Pnoblem

A one-to-one cor?r?espondence between n-Boolean k-anti-

chains and elements of a free distributive l-attice on n genenato::s

can be establ-ished as folJ-ows. Let {A!, AZ , OO} be the set of

sets which foirm the antichain. Then

ncr
oeA

cr,

is an el-ement of the fnee distributive lattice on n geneiratons

(the pantial oi:den r"el-ation being fonmal set inclusion), and

conver:sely.

The pnoblem of detenmining the numbe:: of el-ements of the

fi:ee distr-ibutive lattice on n gene::atons i^ras essentially posed by

Dedekind in 1897 [3J, and so]-ved by him fon n = 1-,213,4

R. Church [12] o¡tained the solution fo:: n = 516 His solution

fon n = 7 is disputed by F. Lennon [7]. In [1], Chu:nch pnesents

an analysis of the fi:ee distnibutive lattices on 5 o:r fewer: gener:atons

by nank and by conjugacy class.

n
2(t+r

whene t

In 1954, E. N. Gilbent [4] established the fowen bound

on the numben of elements in the fnee distnibutive lattice,

is the gr"eatest integer l-ess than i . He also

n

obtained the upper. bound n(ln/21 + z)

B. Korobkov [81 impnoved the uppen bound

|;

U
a=L

)

n
'2

n

to 24.23(t+])



In 1966, G. Hansel [5] neduced the uppei: bound to
n

3( t+t )

In 1968, D. KJ-eitman [6] showed that the logai:ithm of the

size of the firee distr"ibutive l-attice on n gene::ators is asymptotic

to (-Ê.)
t2t

If we designate the total numben by Nr. , these nesults

thus show that:

nn, -Tt- -n-(a) 2\Lt) ).N.3(Lt)
n

p
r rDr \(b) N e' 't' ' .

n

10



3. The compfete sei:ies fo:: the strongly connected simpre Digraph.

Let the eomplete ser:ies for the st::ongly connected simple

dignaph be nepnesented by

D(x,y) =

Let a simple digr"aph with n ve:rtices and k components

have the same component partition as it has strong component partition,

and J-et the spr"ead of the common pantitions be

The edge sei:ies fon dignaphs of this type is the product of the ed.ge

senies fon each component, since the components satisfy the conditions

of the multiplication theorem. This pnoduct is

æn
i r <") Ln n:n=j

.l->,nThe

is

ini^i
D1'(x) nrz(x) lrrn(x)

numben of component pa:rtitions with spnead <ir, i2,

i,
-'l-:t:lI- . I-. L :t'2n

since a simple digraph can have only one component pantition, i^re can

use the addition theonem to obtain the edge series fon simple

dignaphs with identical- component and st::ong component pa:rtitions

and k components as
i_i^i

n! or1{x) or2{*)...r n(x)

n!
i

.. n! n
i.

1"1 t2!

Atkl (x) = In
i,! i^! i !rzn

1,1"

]. l-^r
r! tzl 2... .r! n



all n-spneads .i!, í2 , irt such that ít * iZ + ... + ir, = k

With the same lrange for l, *" can write

i tkr..,r'
L. o' tx/ ;Tn=1

=îli m'(x)Yjlj:lij
n=1 j=1 ---El-

=L.i. (. | )k: i-+i +...+i =k 'i. -i .... -i.I .2 n tlrt2r ' " :arr: "

@ [o.(*)vj lij
rT ll - 

II .ìt 
Ij=1- J

1_k= o-f D 1x,y) )

k
whene \,ie use (íI,í2,...,in,... ) to denote the mul-tinomial coefficient.

Any simple digraph G can be constructed by taking the

union of a simple dignaph on t vertices fon some t with identical

component and stnong component pantitions, whene the simple dignaph

is a subgnaph of tail conponents of G , and any subgraph of the

gnaph whose edge set has no head ve::tex among any of the t ve:rtices.

Thene ane (n-1)(n-t) such edges if G has n ventices.

Considen the edge senies

(1+x){(n-1)n} - Ï (-1)k i tll n*tkl(x).(r+x){(n-1)(n-t)}
k=1 t=1

12



In this expression, each simple digi:aph with exactly t? tail

components on exactly t ventices is counted t-flkCfl times by

each edge senies

n

Ï ill 
^*[k](x)(r+x){(n-l)(n-t)} ,

LL
T= _l

and so is counted 0 times altogether., l3 being always at least

one. since a*[k]{*) is the coefficient of ytL T¡- -LIr k,

i1 -t
I f-a)* l*Lkl{*) is the coefficient of ä in exp[-D(x,y)J -1 ;tlr t

we shal-l w:rite this coefficient as e_(x)

We then obtain

(1+x){(n-r)n} * Ï {f) "*{x).(i-+x)i(n-r)(n-t)} = 0
t=1- L L

This nesult can a.lso be wnitten as

(i-+x)(n-1)n F .(x) (r+x)(n-t-l-)(n-t)
'¿r^ u 

- 

- j

n!(1+x)n '' .=1 . l(t**)t2/' ,n-t) l(1+x) :,.-t)2/2

when x/-1

Theirefone we obtain

Theorem 1. Let e-(x) be the coefficient of * in

exp[-D(x,y)] - f Let x/ -I and

13



Then we have

Cono]-lany 1.1-. E(x,y) = f/ô(x,y)

Also, take the identity

(r+x){(n-r)ni n Ï {l) .-{¡).(L+x){(n-r)(n-t)} - o
t=1 L L

Substitute n = l_ and x = -1_ The iresult is

t+e.(-t) - 0
1

If n>1 and x=-1_rweobtain

0+e(-1-) - 0n

Therefone

exp[-D(-1,y)]-1=-y

or D(-1-,y) = foe ;+¿-]

Thus, we have

Lemmal. D(-1,y)=l"C+ = -l-og(1 -y)

Iunthen, obse::ve that any acyclic dignaph A on n

ventices can be constnucted by takíng the union of any acyclic

dignaph B on n-k veirtices and any simple dignaph whose ed.ge
A

set is a subset of (v(A) - v(B)) v v(B) which has k(n_k) edges.

We note that V(A) - V(B) is a subset of the set of sounces of A

Considen the edge sernies

14



+ ( -Llkril Ar,_r(*) ( 1+x) {t(n-k) } 
+

+ (-r)neo(x)

Each acyclic dignaph with exactly ? sout?ces is counted

t-rlk cfl times by each ed.ge senies tfl n"-ot¡)(1+x){k(n-k)}

and, because n is at least one, is not counted at all in the edge

seiries. Thus the senies is identically zero) or if
æ A (x) rn

and T(x,y) =L+ Ï (-tt= "* ,rlr onÐk2/2 
k: )

then A(x,y) = L/I(x,y)

v
m!

t5



4. The Incl-usion-Exclusion Fo:rmula AppÌied to k-Antichains of a

Pa:rtiall-y-0rder.ed Set .

Let L be a partially-oi:dered set, and let L be the

conrlesponding pantial orden irel-ation ( a L b is to be nead as

"a is L-nelated to b" ) .

Let G be a simple dignaph such that V(G) is the set of

intege::s {tr2r... rk} Let S = ."1 , s2, ..., "kt 
be a k-vecto::

of vaníabl-e constituents. Define the PROPERTY SET of G on S as

the set of all expnessions of the fonm 
"i 

t 
"j , (i,j> e E(G)

Define the G-COLLECTION of L as the set of all k-vectons I of

elements of L whose constiticents satisfy the conditions imposed

by the membens of the propenty set of G on S , upon substitution

of I fo:: S

Fon ever:y k-vectoir of the G-eoltection of L , if there

is a ditr"ack fnom i to j in G , then the i-th constituent of

the k-vecton is L-rel-ated to the jth constítuent. This follows

naturally fnorn the tnansititivity pi:operty of the pantial onden

::elation L Funthen, if i and j ane vertices in the same

stnong component of G , then the i-th and j-th eonstituents

of the k-vectons in the G-coll-ection of L must be the same

element of L , by the antisymmetny pnopenty of the par.tial onde:r

:relation L

1-6



same stl?ong component as v
q

m-vectol? 0 of elements of

Now, because the ventices ane designated by integet?s, we

speak of the smaÌlest ventex in a given simple digraph. Let

{u1,, u2, ...r t*} be the set of Wentices, one from the ve::tex set

of each strong component of a simple dig:raph G , which ane the

smal.l-est vertices in thein nespective sti:ong components. Let t1

be thæmall-est of these, v2 the next smaflest, and so on.

Let T = 'aj_, t2, ..., art be a vector" of vai:iable constituents

and 1et r? be the set of a1l expnessions of the for.m an t an ,

whene i is in the same strong component as tp , j is in the

s.Ls. rand pfq. Thenanyr_l
satisfying all the p::openties of

n upon substituting 0 fon T cor-:responds to an elements of the

G-collection of L by the substitution of an fon all *i, whene

i is in the same strong component as rp, and convensely.

Now r is the pr:operty set for" some acyclic digiraph K ,

which we cal-l- the IMPLOSION of G Inle see that the C-coll-ection

and the K-col-lectíon of L have the same number. of elements. K

is the implosion of G if and only if: G has sü:ong component

par:tition {Yn, Y2 , V*} if m = lvtt<) I , rh.n. v. is the^ -L- ¿' - m ' r_ 
G

smallest ve::tex in Vi ; and, if .i,jt e E(K) , then U, O Uj

does not have a nuIl edge set.

The edge se::ies fon simple dignaphs G with the above

conditions satisfied fon a fixed acyclic digr"aph K is the product

of the edge series fon stnong components on each ver:tex set in the

pa::tition multiplied by the pnoduct of the edge ser.ies fon a non-

)

L

1,7



null coboundary ur 9 U: , (i,j> e E(K) , since at-t- these ed.ge sets

are disjoint and independent, as nequir.ed by the multiplication

theorem. This pnoduct is dependent only on the numbe:: of ve::tices

in each V.
l_

Since the number. of m-divisions such that I Uil = ri is

n!
, we see that the edge-se::ies fon simple dignaphs on

II m.!
i=l- l-

ve:rtices whose implosion is

r¿ n!m1+m2+...*r, = Iì ----:---
II m.!

: -4 I
t_- -L

Upon substituting
n

co-efficient of v
ilrn

m. -m.(x). I t(1+x) r ]-tl
.i,i,

e E(K)

, this expi:ession becomes the

l_s

m

IID
m.l-=1 a

x=-1

(_1) | E(K) 
|

m!

= ( -1) lrrrl I 

"(,.,*) ,

by employing the Stinling lormula. Hence, we have

Lemma 2. If x = -1- is substituted in the formula fot the edge

senies fon simple dignaphs on n ventices whose impl-osion is a¡

acyclic dignaph on m ventices with q edges, the nesuft is

(-l)qs(n,m) , where s(n,m) is a Stirling numbe:: of the fir.st kind.

r-rl!:rxl I om(_r,y) = logmI
1-y

18



By direct application of the inclusion-exc.l-usion method,

we have

Lemma 3. To enume::ate k-antichains of L , we must divide kl

into the sum of (-1) lE(G) | times the G-size of L , the sum

being over all simple digr"aphs G on the ventex set {1, 2,...,k}

Suppose we consider. all the ternms involving any G such

that the implosion of G is K in the summation of *lr{e) I arr""

the G-size of L oven all G with k ventices. These ter-ms

nepresent pnecisely the edge series for al_l simple dig:raphs on k

ventices with ímplosion K , multiplied by the K-size of L ,

wher:e the K-size of L is equal to the G-size of L oven al.l

G with implosion K These consideirations, along with

Lemmas 2 and 3, lead us to

Lemma 4. The numbei: of k-antichains of L is 1/kr. times the sum

over" all acyclic dignaphs K on 1<p<k ventices and q edges

of (-L)qs(k,p) times the K-size of L

Thene is a unique pantial_ onden iresulting fnom the

addition of al-l- transvensal-s to a given acyclic dignaph. Also, by

the t::ansitivity of the pa:rtiat onden retation L , addition of

transvensals to an acyelic dignaph U does not affect the U-size

of L The edge series for acyclic dignaphs U such that the par-

tial- onden for.med by adding all t transversals of U to its edge

set is a given pantial onde:r p is ( r**) {t}. Upon substituting

x = -1 , as l?equi:red to eliminate acyclic dignaphs fr-om consider-ation

1_9



in Lemma 4 unl-ess they a::e pa:rtial ornder-s, we get a coefficient of

s(k,p)(-r)q,whene P has p verticesand q edges;of O,if

P has any transversals; and of 7 íf P has no transvensals, that

is, if evel?y edge of P has as tail vertex a source of P Let

such a simple digraph be cal-l-ed a BASIC DIGRAPH. Then we have

Theonem 2. The numbern of k-antichains of L is t/k! times the

sum over atl basic dignaphs B on 1<p.k ve::tices and q edges

of (-1)Qs(k,p) times the B-size of L

These nesults appfy r:ega:rdless of the pai:tially-

orde:red set and par.tial orden irel-ation considered in enumenating

antichaíns.

Funther, let

times the B-size of L

q edges. Then we can

E_ be the sum fon a fixed p
p

over al-l basic dignaphs on p

wr.ite the formula of Theorem 2

of (-1)q

ve::tices and

AS

N,=

Let the maximum

Then the total

k
rl)-L vl

m=1
s (k.n)E-m

numbe:: of elements of any antichain

number: of all antichains of L is

of

Lbe

ï u.=uk
k=l-

T¡I I^iII
m=1 k=m

s (k.m)E-m
L

YI

= i E [i !-
*!r -' lrlr k! "(k,*) I
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As indicated in the intnoduction,

(t-u)-"='* Ï i f "(r,,')**v'n=1- m=1 ¡¡ '

Consequently,

(1 + v * v2 * "')(1-v)-x = !- 
"i,,i. l-i, # s(k,m)]"u .

Hence, (t-y)-x-!=!r i T li L,s(k,m)1"-u" ,
w=1 m=l_ | k=1 '" j

ww
thatis I Nk= LE* ¡;|¡ s(w+1,mr1)

k=1- m=1

2I



5. Methods for Simpfifying the Enume::ation of n-Boo1ean k-Antichains.

Define the (A,P) - SIZE and the (A,P) - COLLECTION as the

P-size and P-collection nespectively of any powen set of a set A

unde:: the subset relation.

Let S = ."1 ,s2r...,"rrr(p)t and T = 'al_ rt2t"'rt1r.(p)t

two lV(e)l-vectons of var.iable constituents. Define the PRII{E

òf s and T as the col_lection of al-l expressions of the form

[,r",
= lnxl

'1 l

) Such

be

SET

l":
V(P

is a 2-division of

an expnession will- be called a PRIME.

Let x ='r1 ,L2,.'.,x1rr{p)lt and 0 = <A-x1r"'rA-xlrr(n)lt'

whene I is in the (A,P)-collection. The result of the substitu-

tions S = I and T = 0 in a pnime will- be called its I-VALUE

Define a REGIONAL of P as a pnime whose X-value is not

the null- set fon some X in the (ArP)-collection. Let the nurnber

of r.egionals of P be H(P)

Let each of the regionals of P be set equal to a

diffe::ent set fi:om any H(P)-division of A Then the system of

equalíties can be solved in one and only one way, and that solution

must be in the (e,e¡-collection, by definition of the tei:m negional.

Hence, we obtain

.r 
l 

, whene <v!) v2>

Lemma 5. The (A,P)-size is the n-th powen of the numel? of regionals

whe:re A has n-elements.ofP,

¿z



Suppose the propenty set of P on S contains the

prooertv s. c s. . Then
f - J

s. n [A-s.] = s. n t. - øl-lrl

and all- p::imes of any member: of the (A,p)-col-l-ection which contain

the symbols s. and t. can not be r.egionals since they a:re ø"r-l
for. evei:y member X of ttre (ArP) collection, whe::e ti is al-ways

a subset of X. . Conversely, if fon everv s. c s_: in the pr:openty
1 " r-- I '

set of P on S a pnime p does not simul-taneously contain both

s-. and t. , then we may construct an element I of the (Rrf ¡-r-l
co.l-lection which assigns a non-nu1l value ( in fact, the value A )

to p as fol-Iows. If p contains 
"i , then set Ii = A ;

otherwise, I. is the nul-l set (fon, if we assume that X- c X.' r i-- j
is not satisfied in I, then Ii = A and rj = Ø, and thus

contains s_. and does not contain s. , that is, contains t. )r-ll
contrany to the conditions imposed on p ) Thus, we have

Lemma 6 - A p:rime p on S and T is a regionaÌ of P if and

only if, fon al-l- "i 5 "j in the pnoperty set of P on S , p

does not simultaneously contain both "i and -j , whe::e

s ='"1_,s2r" ''"¡rr{p)lt , T ='ti_,""tlrr{p)lt

Let *i be the set of al-l ventices j

s_. c s. is in the propenty set of P Then, ifr_- l
contains s. " it must also contain all s. " -i eL' I
we can state

of

a

K.
l_

P such that

regional of P

. Therefo::e,

z.)



LemmaT. H(P) =H(P-{i})+H(P-K. -{i}),wher:eeach i is

a sounce of P ; also, if P is nul], H(P) = t

By induction on the numben of ventices in the smal-l-est

component of P , i a ve::tex in that component, and by employment

of Lemma 7, we otbain

Lemma 8. The number of ::egionafs of P is the pnoduct of the

nurnbeir of r.egionals of each component of P
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6. Numenical Results

Henein, S.(n) will r:epr-esent the sum fon a fixed i

of (-1)q times the B-size of a powel? set of a set with n

el-ements ovei: all basic dignaphs on i ve:rtices and q edges.

Let NO(n) represent the number of k-antichains of such a poT¡iell

set. Then, fnom Section 4 , we wr.ite

No(n) = s(k.m) S (n)-m

Table 1 gives the computed values of Sr(n) fo:: m fnom

1 to 7 as a function of n , the size of the set whose subsets

fo::m the por^ier set on whieh we alle counting antichains.

Table 2 gives the values of NU(n) fon k fnom 1 to

l-0 and n fnom 1 to 5 , and the total numbe:r of antichains foir

each n fi:om 1 to 5 , thus venifying pnevious results on the

size of the small fnee distnibutive lattices.

v

L 1.t
m=l
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Table 1

--^ûor - '

s2=4t-2'3n

^ ^n ^ ^n 6.5no3 - o - o.o ï

S4 = 16n - 1,2.1-2n + 24.10n + 4.9n - 24.8n + 6.7n

s5 = 32t - 20.24n + 60.20n + 2o.18n + to.1-7n - t2o.16n

-120.15n + 150. 14n + 1-20.13n - 720.1-2n + 20,1-rn

s6 = 64t - 30.48n + 120.40n r 60.36n + 60.34n - r2.3gn

-360. 32n - 72o.gon + 810.28n + t2o.27n + 480.26n

+ 360.2sn - 1BO.24n - 72o.2an - 240.22rr - 72o.2rn + 600.2on

+ 750.19n - 360.18n - 960 .1-7n + 180.16n - 20.1-5n

s7 = 12Bn - 42.96n + 210.80n - 490 .72n + 21o.68n

-84.66n - 840.64n - 2s20.60n + 27g0.56n + B4o.54n

+ 840.52n - 420.51n + 2960.50n + t26o.48n - 5040.46n

+ 840.45n - 1,260.44n + 1680.43n - 10920.42n

+ 1260.41n - 760.40n - 7s60.39n + 861-0.38n

+ 5880 . 37n + 71,40.36n + 1,302.35n - 2520. 34n

+ 3360.33n + 7560.32n - 3360.31n + 6580.30n

+ l-3860.29n + 7560.28n - 7560.27n + 420.26n

+ 2520.25n - B4o.24n + 70.23n

,/ r)



Table 2

Nn(n)

k\n!23456

1,248163264

20I955285 1351-

300264109014000

400025202082!15

500062!46304752

6 0 0 0 1 1380

7 0 0 0 0 490

80000115

9000020

1000002

TOTAL
NOT 2 5 l-9 167 7580
COUNTING
THE NULL
SET AS

A ZERO

ANT]CHAIN
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